I-75 South Reversible Express Lane
Schedule of Operation

Georgia DOT and the State Road and Toll Authority (SRTA) operate a reversible system of Express Lanes on I-75 in Henry and Clayton Counties. Below is a schedule showing the directionality of the lanes and the approximate times of the reversals. Please note that the decision to reverse the lane is made on a day-by-day basis taking weather, ongoing incidents, holidays and other criteria into account. *Times will vary slightly each day.* Also, the reversal process takes approximately 60 minutes to complete – meaning that for a short period of time the lanes are technically closed.

**Monday**
- Northbound for morning rush hour
- Reversal to Southbound starts at 11:00 am. Open to southbound traffic at noon
- Reversal to Northbound starts at 10:30 pm. Open to northbound traffic around 11:30 pm

**Tuesday**
- Northbound for morning rush hour
- Reversal to Southbound starts at 11:00 am. Open to southbound traffic at noon
- Reversal to Northbound starts at 10:30 pm. Open to northbound traffic around 11:30 pm

**Wednesday**
- Northbound for morning rush hour
- Reversal to Southbound starts at 11:00 am. Open to southbound traffic at noon
- Reversal to Northbound starts at 10:30 pm. Open to northbound traffic around 11:30 pm

**Thursday**
- Northbound for morning rush hour
- Reversal to Southbound starts at 11:00 am. Open to southbound traffic at noon
- Reversal to Northbound starts at 10:30 pm. Open to northbound traffic around 11:30 pm

**Friday**
- Northbound for morning rush hour
- Reversal to Southbound starts at 11:00 am. Open to southbound traffic at noon
- Reversal to Northbound starts at 10:30 pm. Open to northbound traffic around 11:30 pm

**Saturday**
- Runs Northbound all day
- (exceptions – on certain holiday weekends, the lanes may run Southbound to accommodate vacation traffic headed south)

**Sunday**
- Runs Northbound all day
- (exceptions – on certain holiday weekends, the lanes may run Southbound to accommodate vacation traffic headed south)

**NOTES**
- The first Friday night of each month is reserved for a 12-hour Maintenance window. The lanes will be closed to all traffic from 10:30 pm to 10:30 am on Saturday to perform scheduled maintenance on the tolling electronics.
- The decision to operate the lanes northbound on weekends was made because the volume of traffic on I-75 northbound is slightly higher than southbound on Saturday and Sunday.